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Abstract:  

Motion of the body is interacting with other things  for communicat ion is called gesture recognition. For more accurate results we 

need to know the gesture informat ion which  is taken  is possibly same to provide to receiver. In this paper we are usually focus on 

control machine using movement of the user body. Kinect is used to track the Body skeleton of a user or operator. For easy to 

carry a load we used the system contains kinect, arduino & matlab.  We integrate the Kinect sensor and MATLAB image 

processing mechanism to process video input which is captured by  kinect. The machine capable of carrying out a complex series 

of action, and control device which  is used to control the motor drivers which implementing human skeleton tracking  method. 

Real time moving position of an Operator is captured using kinect sensor having three camera one is RGB ,IR emitter, IR depth 

measurement camera then captured body movements are providing for processing and instruction of body movements are used to 

perform vehicle according to the user actions. Proposed system will consist of process to provide a facility to user or operator to 

ease their field work to drive a vehicle, with the help of kinect sensor and processing mechanism to follow the movement of body. 
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I.  OVERVIEW 

 

Interactive computing, is perform vital role in an efficient 

human–computer interaction is assuming great importance in 

our daily  lives. A movement o f body part recognition can be 

termed as an approach in this direction. There are different 

kinect based gesture control methods. This paper develops a 

HCI system where Kinect based gesture command control is 

performed for human action imitations of the machine vehicle 

robot. For Human-Computer Interaction with the help o f latest 

advances in the gesture recognition we must have 

advancement in this field. Kinect sensor produced by the 

Microsoft Company does speed up the elaboration of gesture 

recognition [1]. The Microsoft Kinect sensor is a camera 

system for an accurate 3-d imensional representation of an area 

to be produced. Provide an ability to approximate the joints in 

a operator or user. Gesture based inputs are captured using 

sensor in cost effective manner. There are different gesture 

recognition schemes command for controlling the robot is 

recognized by three different recognition schemes, dynamic 

time warping(DTW) [2], Hidden Markov model [3], Principal 

component analysis (PCA)-based eigenspace [4] methods. 

Janoch et al. [5] used a Kinect sensor to collect dataset of 

color and depth image pairs in real time environments. The 

system which integrates the sensor camera, the ord inary 

machine vehicle capable of carrying out a complex series, and 

a control device to implement body posture control 

experiments by tracking  movement of an  operator. The Kinect 

sensor used for the gesture recognition of human skeleton is 

essential and play a vital role to produced different 

dimensional surrounding map. A long with its ability to 

approximate the points of a body structure are fitted. Kinect 

sensor is used as a cost effective sensor to capture movement 

based inputs. It is used to improve the detection quality. It  is a  

sensor based system for accurate mapping of complex and 

arbitrary indoor scenes which are Process via video processing 

through mat lab under variab le lighting conditions and 

interface with arduino microcontroller.   

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

[A] HMM, DTW, PCA (2014):- Th is methods are used for 

kinect and humanoid robot working which is focuses on  a 

Kinect-based gesture command control method for driving the 

humanoid robot to learn human actions. The popular Kinect 

sensor is work effect ively on gesture recognition[8].In this 

work d ifferent recognition techniques which are as follows, 

dynamic t ime wrapping (DTW), hidden Markov model 

(HMM)[3] and principal component analysis (PCA)-based 

eigenspace approaches[4] for performing the recognition task 

of the specified human active gestures captured by the Kinect 

sensor. The recognized gesture is then used to control the 

action of a humanoid  robot. The humanoid robot will imitate 

the human active gesture according the content of the gesture 

command. By the presented method, the humanoid robot will 

effectively learn the human action [7]. A number of 

experiments are to be done for controlling the robot to 

compare the gesture command recognition using three 

recognition methods, which are used to obtain the similar 

points of humanoid robot on the gesture recognition methods 

showing human active gesture. 

 

[B] HMM:-1999 It is a development over vision approaches 

focuses on different gesture recognition techniques done by, 

frameworks, modelling the semantics, modelling the dynamics 

etc[3]. Complexity of gesture is measured using computer 

vision, and machine learning. Different posture recognised and 

various invariant are investigated in detail.   

 

[C] Kinect Based Mobile robot 2016:- DaNI robot control 

system using kinect sensor and it is widely focuses on a body 

gesture-based controlled mobile robot system, consisting of a 

DaNI robot, a Kinect sensor, and a camera[6][14].Skeletons 

and joints of an operator or user is track using Kinect sensor 

for controlling the robot of national instrument. The pan tilt 

video camera is required to capture live videos around 

surrounding information [13]. The DaNI robot is powerful 

platform for teaching robotics and mechatronics concepts for 

developing a robot prototype with Lab VIEW Robotics. The 

body gesture-based telepresence controls the DaNI robot by 

interpreting movements’ control of the operator. The DaNI 

robot is FPGA -based robot with programmed device and used 

for revolutionary result and different expansion [9]. This robot 

has been modified to contain and power a Wi-Fi router with 

Ethernet switch as well as an Axis network camera. This 

allows to control the robot remotely  from a host computer and 
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to view the surroundings in real time. Therefore, DaNI robots 

are used in  several research group activities [6][9].So  many of 

the industries are used it. The base DaNI robot has had a two 

level pair attached to the DaNI robot frame. The first level 

contains the Wi-Fi router while the second has the pan tilt 

mount and associated hardware. All these things are assemble 

together for obtaining best results for gesture control. DTW, 

HMM, PCA and DaNI robot system is not used for industrial 

or commercial purpose and it is not suitable in any 

environment. There should be complete arrangement of the 

internet required to run the robot and pan tilt camera. We 

create better options to ease the work of the people, developed 

more interactive and efficient automated machine vehicle for 

any type of industrial, commercial objective via software as 

one of the backbone of the system which is used for 

processing input video. For Example in internal sections of the 

industry load moving machines are there, using above 

techniques which are already exp lain in the papers are not 

suitable for such type of purposes. Thus we are provid ing a 

better solution to used developed system for real time 

purposes in industrial as well as commercial. 

 

Table.1. Commercial 

 

  
Figure.1. Prevent work place Injury  

 

III. PROPOS ED WORK 

 

The Microsoft developed motion sensing device i.e  Xbox 

360.Add on peripherals of a webcam, it is helpfu l for 

interaction and control over a computer, through using gesture 

common interface. The first module which is to be introduced 

as Kinect model in November 2010. First version is 

introduced on February 1, 2012. Since the Kinect sensor can 

track joints in using wide array of components in three 

dimensional spaces. Rare developed Kinect software 

technology, a subsidiary Microsoft own Microsoft game 

studio, effect ive camera technology, body specific gestures are 

developed using this system, control over the system is 

wireless or physical connectionless used infrared projector for 

recognition and a movement of user is track using microchip 

and is used to track objects in three dimensional environment. 

This kinect system scan all surrounding area using 3 

dimensional system is called Light Coding [5]. There are 

horizontal bar in it which are further connected with motor 

pivot which  is having s mall base these all combinely  designed 

for lengthwise video display. The device consist of an "RGB 

camera, depth sensor and mult i-array microphone running 

proprietary software", 3Dimensional full surrounding scanner 

and full body motion is capture, voice and face expression are 

correctly observed by it[12]. In  Japan, United Kingdom, 

Canada and United States voice recognition was available. 

Now it is developed and used in Australia, Germany, Ireland, 

Italy, Canada, France, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, United 

States and United Kingdom. Kinect sensor's microphone array 

enables Xbox 360 to conduct  localization of source and  noise 

suppression, allowing for things such as headset-free and chat 

is live over X2box. The depth camera sensor is having infrared 

laser and CMOS sensor. laser sensor and CMOS combined, 

which captures live video in 3Dimnsional in any light 

conditions [8]. Sensing range of the camera is adjustable. 

Kinect is capable of calibrate users physical surrounding, 

effectively provide an informat ion about presence of other 

obstacles. Microsoft personnel is described all such 

characteristics which is a priliminary innovation of Kinect, the 

kinect technology is basically evolved recent generation 

gesture recognition, users facial expression recognition and 

user voice recognition. According retailers information 

provided, Kinect is also play an vital role simultaneously 

tracking number of people, according to the need we have to 

analyse users motion and features of the users joints are 

extracted. Primary observation states that there are number of 

peoples are fitted in the camera but each and every person is 

not processed. For tracking a skeleton of a user we used kinect 

sensor only for single user. The experiment shows more 

compatible results using kinect and matlab image processing 

A device which is reacting to its  environment, and take self 

ruled decisions for those environment or act ions to achieve a 

particular task. The primary step is to obtain  information what 

is the aim of designing vehicle machine .determine (i.e. what 

is its purpose for the ease in daily life). Machine vehicle is 

develop for load transport and are used to help humans in 

similar way. If you are not sure about your robot what to do 

and what not to do or simply want to apply an efforts on 

particular tasks. Machine vehicle and kinect interface can not 

only sense but give accurate values of a variety of 

environmental factors that humans are unaware of or incapable 

of sensing. For example, a p recise angular or linear 

acceleration is define by robot, it is subjected to, while some 

of users would only tell you “I’m moving” or “I’m turn ing”. A 

human can tell you based on experience if they think an object 

is hot or cold using kinect we have thermal camera which can 

provide a 2D thermal image of whatever is in front of it. 

Although users have five main sensations, According to the 

ISO 8373, an industrial robot is used for mult ipurpose works 

and automatically controlling and programme if required. 

Programmable in d ifferent axes, which may be either fixed in 

place or mobile for use in industrial automation applications 

[5]. A robot has physical body structure, motors for d ifferent 

working processes and a sensor system and at last power 

supply and a computer “brains”all controls all over the system 

[9]. Robots are man-made version which are typically made on 

animal life, basically machines are replica of animal and 

human behaviour[10]. Machine vehicle and kinect interface 

are different from other movable machine vehicles, such as 

cars, because of their brain i.e computer programming 

element. Also, they are totally different from ord inary 

Parameters HMM,DTW,PCA Mobile 

FPGA 

based 

robot 

Kinect 

based and 

mat lab 

interfacing  

Recognition 

approach 

Old and Time 

inefficient 

New 

approach 

New and  

interactive 

Gesture 

Analysis 

Better to 

understand gesture 

command  

Capability 

depend on 

DaNI 

Simple for 

Analysing  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structured-light_3D_scanner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microphone_array
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acoustic_source_localization
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computers in their physical structure, normal computer based 

vehicle don't have a physical body structure attached to them 

(HARRIS, 2012).  Modern industrial robots are true marvels 

of engineering [6][7]. So we are developed machine vehicle 

robot which is controlled by Human Gesture. An industrial 

robot have a size of a person can easily carry a load over 

hundred pounds and move efficiently. It moves very quickly 

with a repeatability of +/-0.006 inches (HOOPER, 2012). 

Furthermore, these robots can do that activity 24 hours a day 

for years on end with no failures. The industrial machine 

robots include improvise management, productivity and good 

quality of products are developed which is very much 

beneficial [8]. Th is performance is achieved because the 

robots are working continuously   on an  assembly line without 

any problems and effective performance during the life t ime of 

it. 

 

 
Figure.2. The coloured map using white to blue  

 

       
Figure.3.Infrared image using IR emitter  

 

IV. SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION 

 

MATLAB is most usable high level language. We can obtain 

results from Input output instructions, without compiling. 

MATLAB includes number of in built mathemat ical 

expressions, concepts of engineering, and map plotting 

functions which are effect ively used to analyze data collected 

for work to go for process from our Arduino. We can use 

effective communicat ion with arduino board. The package 

used to perform tasks such as:  

 Acquire sensor data of analog and digital from 

Arduino board. 

 Control different devices with  PWM and d igital 

outputs. 

 Drive DC, servo, and stepper motors (support many 

more motors). 

 Different sensor devices and peripheral devices are 

used to connect interfacing. 

 Hardware and software lib raries are used for 

additional interfacing. 

Autonomous systems where a simple, low-powered, low-cost 

micro -controller is needed. Namely the Arduino Uno and 

Arduino Nano models. 

 

  The 8-bit AVR RISC-based microcontroller. 

  Combines 32 kB ISP flash memory with read-while-

write capabilit ies,1 kB EEPROM, 2 kB SRAM, 23 

general purpose I/O lines, 32 general purpose 

working reg isters. 

  Three flexib le timer/counters with compare modes, 

internal and external interrupts, serial programmable 

USART, a byte-oriented 2-wire serial interface, SPI 

serial port, 6-channel 10-bit A/D converter (8 

channels in TQFP and QFN/MLF packages). 

   Programmable watchdog timer with internal 

oscillator, and five software selectable power saving 

modes.  The device operates between 1.8-5.5 volts. 

The device achieves throughput approaching 1 MIPS 

per MHz. 

 

 
Figure.4. MIPS per MHz 

 

Matlab is a system which is interactively used for different 

numerical Computations. Matlab version wrote by Cleve 

Moler who is numerical analyst. It has since evolved into a 

successful commercial software package. This allows you to 

spend more time thinking, and encourages you to experiment. 

Highly developed algorithm uses matab and we can be 

confident about our results. Number of operations is  

performed using just number of commands. Applications are 

developed using set of functions.  

 

Why use MATLAB for Image and Video Processing? 

 

 Read and write many image file format. 

 Visualize and explore  images interactively. 

 Connect directly to cameras and frame grabbers. 

 Process images faster with multip le cores and clusters  

 Use a large library of built -in functions. 

 Key Industries 

 

1. Aerospace and Defense 

2. Communicat ion and electronics 

3. Computers 

4. Automotive 

 

Matlab is software that provides a high level programming 

language, many themat ic libraries and easy implementable 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arduino_Uno
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arduino_Uno
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arduino_Nano
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/8-bit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In-system_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flash_memory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watchdog_timer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_oscillator
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Graphic User Interface mechanis ms. This paper presents 

informat ion on wide aspects of the gesture recognit ion, 

introduction to Matlab and its Image Processing Toolbox. 

Later, the paper focuses on the methods of creating a GUI 

using built-in GUIDE tool. All theoretical studies are focused 

on image processing implementation. A  very important step of 

software production is testing. Few examples of test scenarios 

along with short descriptions are listed in the final part of this 

paper. Solutions presented in this paper leave an open door for 

the future development. Possibilit ies and ideas are illustrated 

in the last chapter. (Justyna Inglot Advanced Image Processing 

with  Matlab Bachelor’s Paper Information Technology May 

2012).Gestures are used for an interaction technique which is 

effectively deliver more interactive methods and more natural 

efforts has been taken for effect ive communicat ion with 

computers.  

 
Figure.5. Effective Communication 

This paper provides an broad survey in the d ifferent 

techniques used for gesture recognition. Gesture is the recent 

researches are used for developing a natural interface which is 

very much beneficial for future motivation in this area. The 

different gestures its representations and recognition 

techniques, different platforms and frameworks which is 

described in this paper. Detection, tracking and recognition are 

main phases of gesture recognition. Core and advanced are 

two types of gesture recognition sector which improvise 

effective interaction system. Categorizing it on different key 

parameters. In the present paper recognition system are 

valuable for future work perspective which is used for 

effective computer interaction. The idea behind this project 

provide an automated machine vehicle used for a ease of a 

worker who are working as a labour to  transport a load  so for 

industrial purposes using human computer interaction. Facial 

expression, speech recognition and gesture tracking are many 

of the future work experience in the field of gesture 

recognition technique. Human active gestures are used for 

exchanging non verbal information. Human gestures are 

advance recognition techniques in which active gesture are 

used for interaction. The project aims to determine human 

gestures by creating an advance HCI. Machine language is 

programmed using complex programming algorithm. An 

overview of gesture recognition system is given to gain  

knowledge regards different gesture types. 

 

L293D Motor Driver IC 

•  L293D is a 16-pin  IC: control a set of Two  DC 

motors simultaneously.  

•  It works on the concept of H-bridge, H-bridge: 

allows the voltage to be flown in either direction.  

•  As you know voltage need to change its direction for 

being able to rotate the motor in clockwise or 

anticlockwise direction, hence H-bridge IC are ideal 

for driving a DC motor. 

•  In a single L293D chip there are two h-Bridge 

circuit : can rotate two dc motor independently.  

•  Due its size it is very much used in  robotic 

application for controlling DC motors. Given below 

is the pin diagram of a L293D motor controller.  

 
 

FIGURE.6. L293D MO TO R CONROL BOARD FOR ARDUINO/ 

PIC/8051 ETC  

 

A moving position of the person is track using sensor camera 

and the moving  position is recognized by Image processing 

Mechanism. Video image is then sending to the control device 

which incorporates a microprocessor. According to the 

moving position of the person an instruction is performed by 

machine capable o f carrying  out a complex series of action 

automatically. As mentioned before, the recognition accuracy 

of gesture recognition methods will have a direct impact on 

the correctness of the humanoid robot actions. An incorrect 

gesture command recognition result received by the humanoid 

robot will make the robot to operate an incorrect active gesture 

without any human imitations. 

 

 Kinect Sensor  

 
Figure.7. Microphone array 

 

1. IR emitter  

Depth camera is used for pattern which is distorted and 

complete d istortion is read .Infrared light emitted in room.   

 

2. Depth camera 

3 D map  of the room is analyze by infrared  patterns over all 

subjects an objects in the room. 

 

 3. Color camera 

A video is captured by a camera in the sensor and thus the 

video data is used for co llect ing information  from a video of 

all subjects and objects in the area.  
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 4. Tilt motor  

It is useful to maintain the focus on the objects infront of it. It 

will adjust according to objects height. 

 

 TRACKING AND FINDING OBJECT 

The pseudo random beam is spread out using infrared laser of 

kinect sensor. Infrared laser is spread in the room and over the 

object due to this small dots are reflected on it and distortion is 

measured using these dots .The percentage of dots on object 

shows distortion which is done by using kinect sensor. The 

distance in between object and camera is used to obtain 

percentage of distortion.. Thus it is said to be Structured Light. 

Frames of 30 collections decide the objects position. 

 
 Figure.8. Decide Object position 

 

Coordinates conventionally describe the skeleton of the 

person. A skeleton having a group of 20 joints, with its own 3 

Dimensional coordinates . Gesture detection is become much 

easy using such improvise methods. For example, For 

example the tall person who is randomly move h is hand over 

his head thus the kinect sensor capture the hand movement 

wrest position and all over body joints to detect exact position 

of the person. Captured exact position of Body Gesture. Real 

Time Analysis of human skeleton and forward  it  to the mat lab 

arduino interfaces for real t ime robot control. All the random 

positions are observed by the kinect sensor camera. Matlab 

basically advanced software for the Image Processing. 

  

 
Figure.9. Image proessing 

This module is useful for the tracking body gesture for 

handling the machine vehicle according to need of the 

operator. 

 

V. CO NCLUSION 

 

In this paper, Kinect sensor and the ordinary robot is properly 

integrated for Automated Transport applications. The ord inary 

robot with the artificial jo int servomechanisms could imitate 

the human’s active gestures according to the gesture command 

made by the user. The operator’s active gesture captured by 

the Kinect sensor platform for ordinary robot (Crawler) 

imitations is viewed  as the control command. Image 

Processing used for recognizing the gesture control command 

in this work. Experiments show that the presented Kinect 

sensor based gesture command control method is effective for 

Automated Transport Machine. 
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